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WHO AM I?

 Former Canadian, 

immigrant to Australia

 School of Psychology at the 

University of Queensland 

 Identity & decision-making; 

the role of social norms

 w.louis@psy.uq.edu.au
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RECENT WORK

 With Martijn van Zomeren :  Culture and collective action. Group Processes  and Intergroup 

Relations. Special issue forthcoming (deadline was 1 March 2016)

 Louis et al. (2015). Collective harmdoing: Developing the perspective of the perpetrator. 

Peace and Conflict: The Journal of Peace Psychology, 21(3), 306-312. Special issue

 Louis & Montiel, JPP, Special issue on Social Transformation (mss due  1 October 2016)

 Droogendyk et al. (2016). JSI – Advantaged group allies

 La Macchia, S. T., & Louis, W. R. (2016).  Crowd behaviour and collective action. [chapter]

 Louis, W. R. et al. (2016).  Causality in the study of collective action ….  [chapter]

 Fielding et al.. (2016). Resources, Conservation and Recycling – Environmental action.

 La Macchia et al. (2016) Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin - Prejudice

 Louis et al. (2016). Australian Journal of Psychology - Teaching

 Cooke et al. (2015). Environmental Education Research – Environmental action.

 Eres et al. (2015) Neuroimage - Empathy

 Greenaway et al. (2015). Measures of coping for psychological well-being.  [chapter]

 Greenaway et al. (2015). Journal of Experimental Social Psychology - control.

 Molenberghs et al.. (2015). Social Cognitive and Affective Neuroscience. – (Un)justified killing

 Saeri et al. (2015). Analyses of Social Issues and Public Policy – evaluating outsiders’ protest.

 Techakesari et al. (2015). Sensoria: A Journal of Mind, Brain, and Culture – positive contact



THIS TALK

 How national norms for welcoming or excluding 

refugees are constructed…

 In such a way that a formulation of a national 

norm makes salient political identities (incl. 

opposition);

 And this architecture of clustered identities can 

be a basis for counter-mobilisation;

 And understanding anti-immigration activists’ 

radicalisation (if we have time).
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THE SOCIAL IDENTITY APPROACH (TAJFEL & 

TURNER, 1979; TURNER ET AL., 1987; TURNER, 1991)

 People identify with important groups (e.g., 

nation, religion, ethnicity) and act out the norms

of those groups

 For example, if you identify with Canadians and 

they have tolerant norms, you act out tolerance

 If you identify with Americans and they have 

exclusionary norms, you act out exclusion

 Discriminatory norms arise from perceptions of 

threat (permeability, illegitimacy, instability)

 Plenty of data to support this (e.g., Louis et al., 

2007), but what about multiple groups world?
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SOCIAL IDENTITY

AUSTRALIANS CONFORM TO HOSTILE NORMS
NICKERSON & LOUIS (2008), JASP
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MULTIPLE IDENTITIES:

SHARED HUMANITY DEFUSES NATIONAL PREJUDICE?

 For low human ID, Aus ID was linked to 
negative attitudes, β=.28, p<.05; for highs ns
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LIMITS OF COMMON IDENTITY

 1) Superordinate human identity isn’t always 

positive for subgroups
 Steve Wright & co; Morton & Postmes (2011a, b); Dixon et al. (2010)

 Greenaway & Louis (2010); Greenaway, Quinn, & Louis (2011); Greenaway, 

Louis, & Wohl (2012)

 It can let perpetrators off the hook 

 It may (often) defuse the militance of the disadvantaged 

group.

 2) In 3 studies with Nickerson and later with 

Greenaway, human id salience manipulations failed –

is perceiving human ID part of low racism (DV not 

IV)?
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3) PEOPLE CAN RESIST HOSTILE (OR TOLERANT) 

NORMS AND IDENTITIES

 Rise of Pauline Hanson in Australia in 1990s
 Elected to federal parliament as leader of One Nation party

 667 Australian voters who identified as White Australians
 Attitudes to Asian immigration

 Involvement in the debate

 Willingness to speak out politically

Louis, W. R., Duck, J.M., Terry, D. J., & Lalonde, R.N. (2010).  Speaking out on 

immigration policy in Australia: Identity threat and the interplay of own opinion and 

public opinion.  Journal of Social Issues, 66(4), 653-672.  DOI: 10.1111/j.1540-

4560.2010.01669.x
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PREDICTORS OF INVOLVEMENT / 

SPEAKING OUT POLITICALLY

 Among new conservatives:
Threat to White Australians, perceptions 

Australians opposed Asian immigration 
(exclusionary norms)

 Among opponents:
Education, support for Asian immigration (and 

moreso when perceived low threat to Whites), and
perceptions of increasing conservatism

 Find overall polarisation, conservative race-
based mobilisation

 There was also counter-mobilisation against 
tides of change (cf. Noelle-Neumann, 1993)



FACTIONAL LEADERSHIP, INTERGROUP

CONFLICT, NORMS AND TIME (FLINT)

 From Louis, W. R., Chonu, G. K., Achia, T., Chapman, C. M., & Rhee, J. 

(2016). Building group norms and group identities into the study of 

transitions from democracy to dictatorship and back again. Forthcoming 

in B. Wagoner (Ed.), The road to actualised democracy.

 Moghaddam, F. M. (2016).  The Road to Actualized Democracy: A 

Psychological Exploration.

 Political norms are not consensual but lumpy

(because they are factional): for example, 

perceived national norms on immigration vary 

by party/opinion group 14



GROUP NORMS ON IMMIGRATION ARE

LUMPY (CONTESTED)

 71% perceive # of 

asylum seekers is too 

high

 Pd norm: 5.83 (7=too 

high)

 17% perceive # of 

asylum seekers is too 

low

 Aus norm 4.03 

 56% supporters of new 

conservative movt

 P’d Aus norm for 

Asian immigration: 

2.83 (1 = strongly 

oppose)

 34% opponents

 Aus norm 3.78

Queenslanders (2001, 

N=206)

White Australians (1990s, 

N=667)
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CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF LUMPY

NATIONAL NORMS

 False consensus effect

 asymmetric if one side are more insular?

 … or more reflected in media?

 Also: because averaging two types of norm?

 descriptive norm (what people do) 

 injunctive norm (what people think should be done)

 Regardless of cause, is the effect of this that you 

can infer someone’s political stand from 

their claimed national norm?

 So a claimed national norm could make salient a 

political identity (e.g., with opposing norms)?
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CORRELATED IDENTITIES AND NORMS AS A

BASIS FOR COUNTER-MOBILISATION

 You say, “The American people want a ban on 

Muslim immigration!” (a pro-discrimination 

national norm)

-> This means YOU are rightwing

political ID salience : I feel leftwing

My group’s norm is to religious discrimination 

in immigration

I am energised AGAINST your views



White Australians reminded of a real discriminatory 

national norm were depressed but counter-mobilised 

(!)
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In a second study, more welcoming norms re asylum 

seekers increased pro-discrimination letter-writing

 Pre-measured moral 

foundations (Haidt & 

Joseph, 2004)

 When the norm was 

egalitarian, conservative 

MFs were associated with 

pro-discrimination action 

(counter-mobilisation)



AND OTHER PUBLISHED WORK

 E.g., Swiss 

immigration data 
(Falomir-Pichastor & Mugny, 

2013)

 Louis et al. (2010): 

Asian immigration

 And post Trump 

rallies, safety pin 

movt?

Conservatives counter-

mobilise after tolerance 

norm

Forces of tolerance 

counter-mobilise after 

discriminatory norm
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FROM FUNCTIONAL ANTAGONISM TO

CORRELATED IDENTITIES

 In a multiple identities world, some identities (or 

representations of those identities?) will be 

positively correlated (Louis et al., 2016, JSI)

 Making salient one identity therefore could 

facilitate or inhibit another

 We can predict counter-mobilisation if we 

imagine that making salient a particular 

representation of the national norm evokes 

politicised identities with oppositional norms
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IMPLICATIONS OF A SHIFT FROM SITUATIONAL

SALIENCE TO CLUSTERED IDENTITIES

Situational salience:

 Citizen-foreigner -> national identity -> national 
norm based on appraisals of intergroup situation

 Intervention: Focus on norm contests – challenging 
appraisals of threat

Clustered identities:

 Lumpy national norms -> politicised opinion group 
identities located within compatible identity clusters

 Australian / White/ Christian / Male/ Right-wing

Vs Female / Leftwing /\ Australian / White/ Christian

Intervention: Consider correlated identities as 
opportunities for leverage or sources of contagion
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WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS OF HARM-

DOING FOR WELL-BEING?

 Humanistic perspective: harm-doing both reflects and 
inflicts psychic damage to the ‘true’ self

 Relativist perspective: harm-doing is legitimised and 
rationalised by group norms; can even be enjoyed, 
glorified

 In general intergroup theories take a relativist 
perspective (e.g., Louis & Taylor, 2002; Louis, 2009) but 
some recent work (e.g., Amiot et al., 2012, 2013, 2014; 
Molenberghs et al., 2013, 2014, 2015) highlights that it is 
harder to take on board harm-doing norms 23



INTERNALIZATION & 

COMPARTMENTALIZATION

 Internalization - psychological ownership of the 
normative action changes from external to internal (“they 
made me” “I felt a duty” “it’s the right thing to do” “the 
action is rewarding for me”)

 increases persistence and generalization of the action, and 
creates a positive association between action & well-being

 In a humanistic approach, internalization of harm-doing is 
thought to be difficult or impossible; only 
‘compartmentalization’ can be achieved.

 When compartmentalized, one’s different identities and 
behaviors are associated with specific contexts, but are not 
linked back to the person’s general values (Amiot et al., 
2007; Ryan & Deci, 2003).

 Hypothesis: Harmful behaviors should promote 
compartmentalization as an emotional regulation 
mechanism 24



DO PS COMPARTMENTALIZE DISCRIMINATION

AGAINST IMMIGRANTS?

 Context: Ps made decisions about whether to hire a 

qualified American vs. an even more qualified foreigner

 Manipulation of pro-merit vs. discriminatory

organizational norm

 N=120 Americans recruited via MTurk

 Compartmentalization measure

 This choice does not represent who I am as a person

 I engage in this type of choice only in the specific context of  

this scenario

 Vitality, PA, NA, lifeSAT as well-being indicators

Amiot et al. (in prep.)
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RESULTS: 92% MERIT VS 72% DISC

NS CH WELL-BEING

None of the main or interactive effects were significant.
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RESULTS: COMPARTMENTALIZATION

Ingroup norm x congruence interaction: F (1, 119) = 11.41, p = .001, η2 = .09.
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CROSS-CUTTING PRO-DISCRIMINATION OR

TOLERANCE SOCIETAL NORMS

 American norm (discriminatory, merit-based) x 

Firm norm (discriminatory, merit-based) hiring 

of qualified American over more-qualified 

foreigner
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EXPLICIT COMPARTMENTALIZATION

Ingroup (organisational) norm x congruence interaction: F (1, 214) = 25.10, 
p = .000, η2 = .01.

No significant main or interactive effects for the societal norm.
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IMPLICIT COMPARTMENTALIZATION

Ingroup (organisational) norm x congruence interaction: F (1, 213) = 7.09, 
p = .008, η2 = .03.

No significant main or interactive effects for the societal norm.
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SO FAR….

 Organizational norm can promote merit or 
discriminatory hiring

 But discriminatory hiring is less strongly
endorsed and more likely to lead to 
compartmentalization (implicit and explicit)

 What is the basis for this difficulty of 
internalisation?

 And how can it be exploited to promote more 
welcoming, inclusive attitudes and practices?
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CONTAGIOUS HARM-DOING?

 Normalising 

discrimination in one 

sphere allows it to spread 

through cluster?

 Part of acceptable 

repertoire of action

 De-sensitisation to harm-

doing

 De-humanisation of 

victims
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WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?

Enlightened

Bigots

Worriers

Passive group 

members



THE RADICALISATION OF THE ANTI-

IMMIGRATION MOVEMENT

 How would you build a rising, strengthening, world 
anti-immigration movement?

 Long term value change : changes in appraisal of 
competitive, dangerous world

 Shifting norms of other correlated identities to lower 
barriers to adopting exclusionary/militarist norms
 Advocacy, leadership, role modelling

 Eliminate restraining effect of formerly linked 
identities with contradictory norms (disidentification), 
or promoting facilitating identities?
 Energising effects of stigmatising labels (e.g., 

“deplorables”): polarization after rejection ?  Identity 
fusion?

 Ultimately see a correlated band of mutually re-
inforcing identities

 Need to contest cross-cutting identities?
33



AND ONE MORE THING … THE PERSON X

SITUATION INTERACTION OF RADICALISATION
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Figure 5. Simple Slopes for the effect of Failure at Conventional and Radical Initial Action and Low BAS-Drive (a) and High BAS-

Drive (b) on willingness to break the law.
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THANK YOU!

 w.louis@psy.uq.edu.au
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COLLECTIVE ACTION AND SOCIAL CHANGE

 Collective action: by 

individuals on behalf 

of groups  (e.g., 

Louis, 2009)

 Often a catalyst for 

social change

 Often signals desire 

for social change 

that is contested
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TWO LINES OF RESEARCH

 Resistance and solidarity

 Empowerment, cohesion

 Normative support

 Generic intentions

 Collective solutions to a 

problem

Collective action Peace and Conflict

• Harm-doing and peace-

building

• Moral issues

• Moral and psychological 

degradation in conflict; 

Trauma and dysfunction; 

physical injury and death; 

healing & reconciliation

• Cycles of action and reaction

Collective action is a 

good thing

(some) collective 

action can be 

morally wrong and 

toxic
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INSIGHTS & BLIND SPOTS

From collective action:

 Norms are important

 Identity, anger, goals, values matter

 It is an intergroup context (there are two [or 
more!] players)

From peace psychology:

 Morality  matters

 History matters

 Both sides think they are right

 Fear, sadness, shame  matter

 There are issues of injury, trauma, and healing
37



IDEOLOGIES SHAPE OUTSIDERS’ 

WILLINGNESS TO CHALLENGE OR

REINFORCE AN UNEQUAL STATUS QUO

Saeri, Iyer, & Louis, in press, 
ASAP

Uninvolved outsiders read about 
a conflict in Greece, Russia (S1) 
or a fictional country (S2)

Ps who endorsed Social 
Dominance Orientation SDO and 
Right-Wing Authoritarianism 
RWA felt more angry at low-
status protestors, identified with 
high-status government

Low SDO/RWA : support 
protestors

High SDO/RWA : support 
government
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IS IT HARDER TO BELIEVE IN

DISCRIMINATION THAN EQUALITY?

39

Amiot, Sansfaçon, Louis, & Yelle

(2012) PSPB

Self-determined behaviour: Freely chosen, 

internalised



FMRI STUDIES’ SUMMARY

 There is a reward from helping others which is larger for ingroup

members even with ad hoc groups (Molenberghs et al., 2014, 

HBM)

 There is a moral sensitivity or aversion from punishing others 

which has no main effect of group membership w/ ad hoc groups 

(M et al., 2014, HBM) but which differentiated between 

civilian/soldier (M et al., 2015, Neuroimage)

 Moral sensitivity is greater for outgroup perpetrators and ingroup

victims (M et al., 2014, CC)

 Some evidence of individual difference moderators (e.g., 

psychopathy)
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SELF-DETERMINED BEHAVIOUR: FREELY

CHOSEN, INTERNALISED (DECI & RYAN, 2010)

 Enjoyable

 Important

 Duty/obligation

 Guilt-driven

 Enforced

 Unmotivated
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IMPLICIT COMPARTMENTALIZATION

 ‘‘We are interested in how you describe yourself in different 

contexts. What you see below is a list of adjectives. Your task is to 

write down these adjectives into [the textboxes associated with] 

each situation presented below, so that each group of adjectives 

describe an aspect of you or your life. The list of adjectives is 

available for you to choose from it. Each situation may contain as 

few or as many adjectives as you wish. You do not have to use 

every one of them. You can write the same adjective multiple 

times and the order within a situation is not important.’’ 

 20 adjectives: e.g., outgoing, industrious, passive

 5 contexts: Experiment, family, work group, as friend, as an 

American

 Overlap score: Number of adjectives that where listed both in the 

experimental context and at least in one other life context/number 

of adjectives in experiment context. This score was reversed to 

represent compartmentalization (1 – overlap score)



EXAMPLE

Me in the present 

experiment

Me as a member of 

my family

Me as a member of 

my work group

Me as a friend Me as an 

American

Relaxed Outgoing Mature Assertive Mature

Impatient Impulsive Relaxed Imaginative Assertive

Hard-working Affectionate Assertive Mature

Organized

Hard-working

This participant’s score on the implicit compartmentalization measure is: 0.3333333.


